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By SUSAN ALE
Daily Staff Writer
Tom Hayden, indicted by the federal
goverrunent for his part in the August
Chicago convention demonstrations,
will discuss that matter in his class
tonight at 7:30 in JC141, it was revealed at a rally yesterday.
Though present at the rally, Hayden
declined to speak then. Speakers present included William Mandel, who
teaches a class on the USSR, Bettina
Aptheker Kurtzweil, f o r me r Free
Speech Movement (FSM) leader, and
Robert Stroughter, Black candidate for
San Jose City Council.
The Seventh Street rally had been
called by Experimental College (ExC)
to discuss two matters: lack of accerditation for Hayden and Mandel’s
classes, and the decision not to rehire
assistant professors of philosophy Anthony D’Abracci and Tom Mueller.
"Academic freedom," however, became the key issue.
"Organize yourselves. Get a damn
good offense. Keep the pressure and
the demands coming," Mrs. Kurzweil
advised 200 students at the noon rally.
"Today’s educational system is preenlightenment barbarianism." S h e
urged students to fight for the right
to determine their own educational
destiny.
The chief argument against accrediting Dr. Mandel’s and Tom Hayden’s
courses is that accreditation might destroy the neutrality of the college, according to Mrs. Kurzweil. "No knowledge is neutral."
"We have as much propaganda here
as anywhere else," Stroughter said.
"The Experimental College finds the
gaps in an otherwise one-sided education."
Stroughter asked students to get out
in the community and find out what’s
going on. "Don’t be trapped in your
ivory tower," he said.
"Students should not surrender until
they are in a position to determine
what is taught," Dr. Mandel said. Academic freedom is turning into an empty
word, he continued. "We must make
it a reality, and that takes fighting."
Dr. Mandel said he was "personally
outraged and insulted" when credit was
denied for his ExC class, "Contemporary Soviet Civilization." lie teaches the
same courses at the University of
California at Berkeley for credit
where he is sponsored by 11 professors
and six departments.
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’Black Arts’ Features
Workshop, Jazz Band
In Final Performance
I3ay Area groups Seshesh Medi;i
Workshop and Smoke Jazz Quintet will
present the final free program in
"Black Arts Today" tomorrow at 8
p.m. in Morris Dailey.
Seshesh Media Workshop experiments in the areas of art, poetry.,
music, drama, film, dance, and mythology to "reflect man’s ceasless striving to understand himself and the universe that contains him."
Smoke Jazz Quintet, a Palo Alto
grour, is noted for buiovative Miles
Davis-type progressive jazz.

Sociology Meet
Set for Today
A meeting for all sociology majors
planning to enroll in the sociology.
internship program (Soc. 192) will la,
held today (Wed.) in JC7221 at 3 p.m.
Sociology majors can earn one to
six units credit hy working 10 weeks
during the summer with correctional
services, mental health programs, probation departments and similar community associations.
Brief talks by students formerly enrolled in the program will highlight
the meeting according to Murray
Whittaker, assistant ptofessor of sociology and internship co-ordinator.
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Interviews for justice on the A.S. Judiciary. Board will lye conducted
today from 2:30 to 5 p.m. in the College Union. Student§ must have a 2.0
GPA and may contact Robbie Schnitzer, A.S. Personnel Director, in the
College Union, immediately.

Pleasure Fair
Anyone interested in participating in the Sigma Chi Pleastire Fair, May
3 and 4, is invited to attend an organizational meeting tonight at 8 at 49
S. 10th St.
The Fair will emphasize all aspects of the arts. Anyone unable to attend
tonight’s meeting may contact Al Giovanni or Raphael Rosingana at 2869895 or at 49 S. 10th St.

college

College Life

Life, a get together open to all students, will be held at the
Alpha Phi house, 210 S. 10th St. at 8 p.m.
Da\ e Roper will Is. the ,peaker.
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Union Bowlin g Lanes
Get (WIG Go-Ahead

Judiciary Interviews
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Associated Student» (A.S.)
l’ounell will not meet today
(.1111.111(.11 Chainat 3:30 p.m.
twr. since a majority of the
eseetitie calkers 1110 several
council members are attending
the .state Board of Trustee%
meeting in San Luis Obispo.
A.S. ( anvil pill meet t lllll
at 6 p.m. In Cafeteria
A and It
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ExC Class
To Discuss
Hayden Case

WAIN

Meet Postponed

Fhc-) bi Terly Wtiscn
COEDUCATIONAL learning experiences are good year ’round, but
classroom settings improve with the
changing seasons. Lessons in cloud gazing, advanced non-verbal communication, and remedial senseawakening can brighten any spring
day, or at leas+ make it all worthwhile. SJS students, always eager
to broaden their educations, participate in field work and directed
studies in a springtime curriculum.

By RAY 611.Es
Bally Staff Writer
At last the controversy surrounding
bowling lanes in the new College Union
(CU) has been settled.
The motion to accept a compmmise
proposal for 10 lanes in the union using
remanufactured equipment was passed
yesterday at the College Union Board
of Governors (CUBG) meeting.
The addition space left from the
original plan for 14-lanes will be used
for another facility. No decision, however, on how exactly to use that space
was proposed.
Before the board decided to accept
the 10-lane agreement, Paul Brown.
CUBG chairman, notified the Board
that CU Director Ronald C. Barrett
ha.s spoken to Brunswick officials, and
they have agreed to renegotiate the
present contract to install remanufactured equipment instead of new to give
the College Union 60 additional days
on the present contract, which runs
out Friday, and not to assess a damage if the union went from 14 lanes
to 10.
Robin Parker, president of the
Residence Hall Association, presented
the board with a poll taken within the
seven residence halls, The poll found
that 65 per cent of the 498 students
responding indicated they would like
to see a bowling alley in the new College Union.
The empty spat* left by dropping

Reforms Sought
In History Dept.
Discussion on the "reform" of the
History Department will continue today in CH160 at 3:30 p.m., according
to Steve Perdue, spokesman for the
history students’ ad hoc grievance
commit tee.
All history and social science majors
are invited.

four of the lanes from the original
plans will he the next order of business
for the hoard. CUBG agreed to seek
an option clause in its new contract
with Brunswick that would leave open
the possibility of reversing its action
and, if the demand be evident once
the lanes are in operation, to add

IFC To Try Greek
Panty Raid Issue
Controversy continues to surround
the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) Judiciary hearing on the alleged misconduct by members of the Theta Chi
fraternity on a March 6 "panty raid."
The thrice-postponed hearing is
scheduled for 3 p.m. today, and the
chances of a quorum being present,
this time, seem good.
IF’C President Larry Lundberg, who
has been the man-in-the-middle due to
his responsibility for appointing members to fill the vacant seats on the
judiciary said yesterday, "I assure you
there will be a quorum tomorrow so
the case can be heard and settled."
While the case itself may be settled
this afternoon, the controversy surrounding it continues to build. The debate stems from the resignation of
Chief Justice Larry McCloud, who in
his letter of resignation charged the
dean of students office with interfering with the IFC Judiciary.
Further fuel was suppiied by Spartan Daily Editor Bill Hurschmann who
accused Don Hogan, assistant to the
dean of students, of being "pressured
into cooling the fraternity incident by
an influential alumnus." (Spartan
Daily 3,24/69)

Trial Postponed
sented by Gerald LaBrie, interim
chairman of Black studies.
LaBrle took one look at the five
student, three faculty Judiciary Board
and noticed that there was no Black
representation. After conferring with
Terrill, Torrence, and some of the
many witnesses who packed the courtroom, he asked Chief Justice Lew
Solitske to postpone the trial until the
final justice anPointment is made.
LaBrie asked only that the sixth justice be appointed before the trial resumes.
Under the new A.S. Constitution. the
Judiciary is composed of three faculty
members and six students. The faculty
members are Yosh Uchida, assistant
professor of physical education, Phillip
%Vander, instructor in speech, and William Johnson, assistant professor of
economics. The latter two, however,

Comm en flog on Hurschmann’s
charge, Hogan said, "It couldn’t be
further from the truth. I don’t know
where Hurschmann gets his garbage,
but it’s certainly not true."
Hogan indicated that he has only
been contacted by one alumnus since
the incident broke, and that was Ben
Reichmuth, president of the alumni
IFC Council, who offered to help provide legal council for the group if
criminal charges arose.

Bobby Seale Yields
To Authorities in S.F.
On Violence Charges
SAN FRANCISCO Bobby
Seale,
chairman of the Black Panther party,
surmndered yesterday to federal officials on charges arising from his part
in demonstrations at the Democratic
National Convention in Chicago. Seale,
booked with intent to incite acts of
violence, is due to appear for an April
1 arraignment in that city.

Group Pleads Guilty
To SFS Disorders

A.S. Judiciary Called Racists
By CANDY BELL
Daily Political Writer
Charges that the Associated Students (A.S.) Judiciary is "racist and
unrepresentative," postponer’ a class
disruption case before it even started
Monday.
The case was postponed until April
7 pending the appointment of t.he sixth
and final student justice. Student
Council is expeeted to confirm an appointment tomorrow afternoon.
Meanwhile, Robbie Schnitzel’, A.S.
personnel director, will conduct interviews for the position from 2:30 to 5
this afternoon for all interested students. Justices must have a 2.0 GPA.
Lonnel Ray Tend’, 20, and Michael
Torrence, 18, appeared in Judiciary
chambers Monday in a preliminary
hearing involving alleged class disruptions last Nov. 26. They vivre repre-

four more lanes.
The remanufactured equipment the
lanes will tlia. is guaranteed exactly as
new equipment is but costs much less.
An estimated savings of $40,000 will
be the consequence of changing from
new to remanufactured equipment and
from 14 to 10 lanes.

have not received final confirniation
frnm Pres. Robert D. Clark.
The student members are Chief Justice Lew Solitske, Gerry Roney, Robert
Prentke, Sunny Policher, and Matsu()
Furuyama.
After a long closed session, Judiciary
announced it would postpone the hearing until April 7, when the new justice
will be present.
However, there is no guarantee that
the new justice will be Black. Solitske
pointed out that no Blacks had applied for the position as of Monday.
After the postponement decision,
LaBrie asked Solitske about the possibility of having a Black faculty member on the Judicialy. The chief justice
explained the three faculty positions
had been filled and a constitutional
amendment would be needed to appoint a fourth faculty member.

SAN FRANCISCO - Three more
students charged in San Francisco
State College strike disorders, including Gordon L. Bowen, SJS freshman
psyehology major, pleaded guilty to unlawful assembly yesterday as the jury
selection continued in the trials of 38
others arrested at the Jan. 23 campus
rally.

Teacher Awards
Karen Jones and Gene Longinetti
are the winners of the Business
Teachor Education Award this year
a t SJS.
The $100 awards were presented by
Standard Oil Company at a recent
luncheon,
The two demonstrated their business
and academic superiority and are now
eligible to compete for the $1,000 state
award March 28-31 in Fresno.

Do You Quake at Predictions of April Shake?
By JO I,F,WIS
Daily Staff Writer
"Earthquake sale. Do you know for sure?
We don’t either. All cars must be vdd."
The San Jose car dealer running the above
ad should not expect business from SJS students. They are unperturbed by the predictions of clairvoyants for an April 4 earthquake.
Joel Gessin, public relations major, maid "I
don’t believe it (rumor( because it (earthquake) was predicted for 1968 or 1969. It
I()
did not happen in 1968, so

190." He added, "It was a phophesy by fortune tellers, and I just. don’t believe in that
type of prediction."
California may be long overdue for a quake,
but Joan Kattlemann, journalism major, thinks
"it’s ridiculous to go by predictions of socalled mystics." This seems to be a unanimous
feeling of the students interviewed. Joan says
the idea of intense rain causing earthquakes
seems to make more sense. She said, "I would
go hy what an authority says more than by
some religious nut."
"f think it is a big hoax." says Eloise MarNIS, thane econornics major. "I look a con-

servation eni.11SP and the professor said we are
due for an earthquake, hut it could he this
year or anytime. and I don’t think the predictions are valid for that date in April."
Thomas S. Southworth, majoring in secondary education, says he’ll "be in Hawaii." Further questioning revealed Tom is not leaving
California because of earthquake rumors.
Dave Regnier, graduate student in education, is "not even a little concerned" but he
added, "If California breaks off at Nevada
state line I hope it floats because I’d rather
be here than in Nevada "
Slimy Schneider, education major, says

"I’m just not nervous about it."
Dr. Wayne E. Kartchner, an SJS geology
professor, says "Earthquakes seem to be on
everybody’s minds these days but there are so
many prophets and soothsayers predieting for
April that if it did occur, many people would
tend to believe in these prophets khen actually a lot of these things are actually pure
chance."
Dr. Kartchner says he’ll "guarantee that
California does not fall in the ocean."
Changes and shifts in land and mountain
buildings arc going on continuously. This
movement of the earth ere.ites earthquakes,

according to Dr. Kartehner.
"It is very possible we could gel a serious
earthquake this year," he said. There are
several things he saYs Point to it, hut "I believe it has a lot. to do with the rainfall which
jubricates the cracks in the earth. Perfeetly
dry cracks are not as apt to move as when
wet, and California has had a lot of rain
this year."
Not one person has admitted to believing
in prophets of earthquake disaster. It could
he eoncluded RIF; students and family are not
given to superstitious beliefs. Or, maybe the
believers have already left the state.
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Editorial

island -hopping ...
*
*
*
e’re all pleased as punch that SIS’
very own "witch,- Antaras Auriel ( alias
Witch Adonis, alias De
Bolling, Spanish niajorl got his picture and a short
Magazine last ueek. But
write-up in

ROTC and Draft
pective utilitar leaders might not reeek e adequate training itt the liberal

Pi III’ 1114.1.ii.. OE litIlleritS Of
1144 ille Illaill i,4Ie ill the ROTC
liCIAICrillg at SJS and many

in the l nited States

art- at such an institution. the simple
solution to this is to let the military
re% ise these schools so they can incorporate the liberal arts into their curricula.
Dean Moore asks that 110TC not be

1- ;tiojii-t. It drafts young wen into
ice 141 fight %San, %%1111’11 Many
Ilie

niade a whipping post for other wrongs
in the society. such IIS the draft. Rut

other collelle- and uniAersities through \\ hat is at issue is
old the
and It- connection with the milWe draft.

iiary

I wi-cripi ion

-.

a

"ling men may con-oler un-

jo-a.
ar
eil. lt always will be eil.
Poll war will always be with us, for it

has become a neressary way of settling
international grieances. ’This does not
11141all. howeAer. that we must accept
Hie way the war and the draft are conducted.
Riff
-1.14141- for both war and the
). t
i- a fully accreditet1 part
draft
of this in-61116.in. IMP: trains men
Nsho gie orders to draftees whip must
wrars perhaps unrelated to
li!.111.
thrin. W bat we are against is what
VW I: stands for. and not

itoT(: it-

1),..

moore. dean

of the
\Tidied Sciences and rts.
critirized some of Student (:tiontrirs
arguments against ROTC. and I/eatt
Moore had ery villid points in those
in-tattee-. W hat apparently happened
wit- that Student Connell had been misinformed about the issue concerning
But 011e !Mini %SIMI council brought
up. and which is perhaps the most pertinent point. is that cooperation with
the military for the training of officers
i- not a proper role of higher education. With this. we wholeheartedly
agree. Dean Moore. too. had to admit
tlaat this was a philosophical argument.

Tiw

Daily feel- it is wrong for this
institution to train people Milo Will
....1.1e

tile armed services
ot.lers to many young men who don’t

rually want to take them.
The solution to ROTC accreditation irevise the draft system. If it
Nk. l’I Ilia& hall a paid professional
allay. A% ith no one serling wlio doesn’t
rt,,Ily choose to do so. then there
%%’.,14141 lie no problem with accrediting

W here. if not on the college campus,
the military train its soldiers?
The answer is. simple: establish more
toil itary academies and private military
sehool-.
\ ’though one might argue that pros -

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms front SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
:Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Mary Marks, Daily Assoelute Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in the
Eloily Office, JC208. Final decision on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
’,Guest copy should be typed double spaced
oft a 40-apace line.

carefully ignored has been uhat the article said.
"Beyond such folderol," Time writes
after dry mention of Dennis’ sel
I for
would -he witches, "Astrolop has been
taken seriously by serious students."
At least we all hail fon at the Vernal
Equinox celebration by the fountain last
Friday . . .
*
Who said that?

the issue remains that ROT(: is connected with the military and its unjust
methods. knd until that connection is
seered. or the draft is improved, then
RI )11: should not be accredited on the
11.11.
college catopLu..

The Medium is the Massage

ing his own weather prognostica
.
predicted showers. hitt only wore a sports

Bowling; IFC; Recall; Checks
Editor:
I should like to take issue with the article
that appeared in the Mercury March 15 which
discussed the Associated Students (A.S.’s)
elimination of the Honors Convocation. The
article may have given some people the idea
that A.S. leaders ale a band of ax swinging
individua Is.
It is true that the ax already has cut A.S.’s
support of the Annual Thanksgiving Food
Drive, the Honors Convocation, and the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.
And, we almost took care of the College
Union Bowling Alley (thanks to the two-year
anti-bowling alley campaign by certain
forces!. And, it is true that within the next
month or so, the whole athletic program likely
will occupy the chopping block, with about a
90 per cent chance of lx)ing decapitated.
But student government has not been an
organization that is content simply to swing
an ax. We have moved forward in new areas.
For example, we endorsed a strike that called
for the denial of food to the dorms after the
students there already had paid for the food.
Also, we decided to provide $1,500 to support the Flying Twenty Club in the National
Intercollegiate Airmeet. We turned them down
cold the week before, but we decided that
student government had made so many
enemies that we should buy some friends.
especially considering the nearness of student
body elections.
And, we have impressed upon certain members of the Daily the importance of their presenting a favorable image of student government. Heaven knows, that with our actions,
they will have a challenging job.
In the past, many students have been content to go about their school activities, studies,
and personal affairs. not realizing that the
world and environment they enjoyed wa.s at
the good grace of student government: and,
the students have been awakened this year
because we have realized that good grace is
a quality that is most appreciated if it is not
so conspicuously displayed.
Eugene Stone
Student Council
Senior Representative

*

"Speak softly and carry a hig stick."
a) Alley Oop
h) Teddy Roose%elt
C) SUll Franeiseo Tactical Squad
* *
*
Art Rang. the Daily’s hip meterologist,
made the mistake ihe other
of defy-

Thrust and Parry
Ax Swinging AS11

*

Thrust & Parry contributor, Bob Prentky,
who wrote glowing praises of the "MinerLangan-Fitzgerald" administration . . . good
old Bob is not only Tim Fitzgerald’s roommate, but a Miner-appointed a.ssociate justice on the Associated Students (A.S.! Judiciary.
Then of course (lest we forget), there appeared that recent and regular "CrossEared -Rabbit" column which indirectly begged
sympathy for Miner.
the author of that piece is
Surprise .
Jim Brevver, confidant, ex-publicity agent image maker, and now salaried adviser to
Dick Miner. (What is a Miner aide doing on
the Daily anyway?)
Oh-hum, the "S.M.O.G. Factory" strikes
back. rather meekly to be sure, but then the
targets these days have been so miniscule ...
about as "insignificant as sparrow’s tears" as
Ian Fleming once put it.
Jeff Mullins
A7023

On Behalf of Bowling
Editor:
We, the following students, believe that a
bowling alley should be incorporated into the
new College Union instead of a coffee house
because of the following reasons:
1. The nearest bowling alley to SJS is
over a mile away, vvhich poses a problem for
those students who live on campus and do
not have transportation and who want to
bowl.
2. There are many coffee houses near the
campu.s which are usually open fairly late.
3. A bowling alley in the long run would
provide a better source for income that could
be used for Associated Students (A.S.) functions.
4. In the dormitories there are many students who would like to bowl and would
utilize the bowling alley to the fullest extent.
These am a few reason.s why the following
students would like to have a bowling alley
in the Student Union.
Oscar Jung A7012 - Robert Lee A(1705
Keith Fleming A8544 - Henry DeHraca A1750

Miner’s Pen Praises

IFC Resignation

Editor:

FAit or:

The Daily, as of March 25, ha.s printed only
two letters supporting Dick Miner in the
midst of the recall drive to boot him out of
office.
My question: has the Daily suppressed all
the other hundreds of letters which voiced
rabid support for Miner? Or could it be there
exist only a handful of persons on this campus who wholeheartedly and without reservation support Miner?
And what about those few courageou.s souls
who did pen praises of Miner? Not only is
letter writer Bill Schewnt a close Miner
friend, Schewnt just received a $500 part-time
job from Miner who "created" a position in
the Student Union for him.
And as for SJS’ once most enlightening

If possible, I vvould like to clear up some
of the controversy and misunderstanding that
has arisen in relation to my resignation as
IFC Chief Justice and matters involving the
case as a whole.
I resigned my post due to the interference
and actions of the Dean of Students office,
not due to the supposed harassment by the
members of Theta Chi as Don Hogan indicated last week at a meeting with the Theta
Ch is.
The case originally was to be held on Monday, March 17. At that ’time the Theta Chis
sought a postponement. They contacted Hogan
and he okayed it but told them to check with
me. At that time I agreed and tried to contact all the judges. I was a little perturbed

at Hogan at this time. It was his wish to
handle this case as quickly as possible and he
had deemed that it was mom important at
that point to miss an Academic Council meeting Monday, than to hold off the hearing till
Wednesday the 19th. A postponement was
given with no definite hearing set.
I contacted other members of my judiciary
board and it appeared that with time conflicts, classes, and work schedules, I would
not be able to get a quorum for such an important case until the next Monday at the
earliest. Unknown to me and other judiciary
members, the Dean of Students office was
telling the Daily and the Theta Chis that the
hearing would be held on Wednesday afternoon at 3 p.m. I had to work at that time and
I was unable to attend as well as two other
justices.
I was never contacted personally by the
Dean of Students office informing me of these
dates or seeking my okay. The next thing I
knew, I found a memorandum mailed out to
me and to the other justices, informing us
that the hearing would be on Thursday. This
memorandum "supposedly" was sent out by
me and I didn’t know a thing about it.
At this point I was perplexed. Not ortly did
I feel that the Dean of Students office wa.s
rushing things a bit. I also felt that if they
wanted to handle the case, then they could
go ahead. I am sure they do have more time
perhaps than some of the students on the
board to hold hearings at their convenience
hut it is their job to work with u.s, and not
to use our board in such a manner for their
convenience.
Throughout the entire matter I felt that
we were repeatedly being used as a puppet
organization, but with this interference, with
the Dean of Students Offiee’s comments to
the Daily and the Theta Chis, and with that
office’s decision on how to handle the case, I
was assured that we were being used as such.
Larry S. McCloud
Elected Student Rep. to Academic Council
and fonnerly Chief Justice of IFC

Paycheck Reporting
Editor:
Monday’s Spartan Daily has a story on the
strike containing this sentence: "Full and
partial February paychecks were made out
for strikers last week in response to the
AFTs threatened sanctions against the college if its members were not paid." The unnamed reporter did not cite anybody as the
source of this information.
I have read President Clark’s comments on
that situation, and I am not led to the same
conclusion as was your reporter. Could one
say, just as accurately, that "paychecks were
made out for strikers last week in spite of
"?
... the AFT’s threatened sanctions
Perhaps in the interest of journalistic objectivity it would have been better if the reporter had simply noted the payment, without
drawing a conclusion for which he did not
cite data, or indicate he was quoting somebody in the union or in the administration.
Frederic A. Weed
Professor of Political SCiell(te

shirt. Sure enough, it rained ...
* *
*
Poor Philosophy Professor Arthur B.
Cody. In just a few weeks he’s gone, in
liberal minds, from hero (his stand for
credit for Hayden and Mandel) to zero
this decision as head of philosophy not
to re-hire Mueller and D’Abbracci I.
Maybe, as Dr. Cmly says,
Mueller
and Tony D’Abbracei do not have "great
enough potential" to be retained, hut
every studen I know who has or had either
of the two for classes really digs them.
Students should have a partial voice in
whether or not teachers are kept. After all,
that’s a fairly good yardstick of an in-

Tom

structor’s worth.
As it was, the Philosophy Department

decision was made last fall by an appointed committee of philosophy profs,
all of whom, incidentally. have tenure.
*
*
*

The truth is there if you look for it
. . . Buried in a newspaper story about
the runner-up in last year’s presidential
election in South Vietnam, Truottg Dinh

Dzu, was this bombshell:
"Dzu, a 51 -year-old lawyer, is serving a
five-year sentence imposed lry a military
court after convicting him last July 25 on
charges of advocating that the Saigon government talk peace with the Natignal
eration Front."
And to think all Hubert Humphrey hail
to fear uas the outrage of 1.11J.
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$1
Moo. (tau Thurs.
72 E. Saida Clara

Payless Cleaners

21rem Sate ..7or Peace

10/0 OFF REGULAR PRICES
WITH STUDENT BODY CARD
184 S. Second St.
751 E. Santa Clara
Two locations to serve you

"Why Pay litope"
-.4

$15.00
Alvin Duskin Knits
Wed., March 26
One Day Sale
152 So. 16th
9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Proceeds for Women’s Infernafional
Leaipe for Peace and Freedom
01;i41,406:
iose;.".4440.64.4towitriioiver54w.40ose,
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New & Ohl Member.. N\ eirome,1

Schedule of activities planned for entire semester
Dote IL Details for: Hayride, Speaker, Picnic
invitations still open for Passover Seders

NEWMAN CENTER

REFRESHMENTS

Thur.., March 27th

More info. Gregg 287-1830

7:00 1).111.

Stevie 293-6299
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Only 203 Pints

Charter Flights

Blood Drive Dies of Anemia
blond test disqualifies those physBy RON 1.,ENT
ically unqualified to give blood
Daily Staff Writer
i.e hepatitis victims, anemies,
The autopsy reveals the recent
AFROTC-Angel Flight B I ood etc.i
A third blood drive crippling
drive died from students’ needle
attitude is presented by the
fixations and ignorance.
In assessing the drive’s failure what’s-in -it -for-me bunch. Acthis term, Dennis Drury, Blood cording to Drury, "Many stuDrive chairman. revealed that the dents asked nie ’why should I docollection netted less than half nate here when I can pick up $20
for the same blood donation in
of the 600 pints sought.
Why didn’t more students give San Franci.sco?’ "
blood?
Possibly the main cause of the
"Many students are simply poor donor turnout WaS apathy,
afraid of needles," he said. This he suggested. Drury charged
you-not -going-to-stick -me aver- that the fraternities and sororision kept the collection figures ties had "Let us down this sedown. Drury pointed out.
mester."
’The 1 -need-all -the-blood -l -can Liz Willey, a freshman nursing
get retort rep..esents a second ra- major. obtained 88 signatures on
by
nun-dontionalization offered
her blood donor’s pledge sheet;
ors. "This reply," he continued, less than half fulfilled their
Donatunfounded.
completely’
"is
signed moral comrnittment. Miss
ing blood does not harm the Willey mused, "I guess campus
healthy individual."
i:
pre -donation ,
A mani: .t.iry,

Band Leader
Gets Money
From Council

Lot Angela-London-Lim Assam
Via
Boeing 707 Trona Polar Jst
lbw/ trio
aotorn
Depart
Seat PM.
JUNE 6 SEPT. 14 8295.00
JUNE 18 SEPT. 9
S295.03
JUNE 25 SEPT. 14 $295.00
neat. flights are amidst& malt
to 1.aruhy Member!, Students.
ammo. mita imil imenediote
dies. Tho, chimer program is ,,,,,
sPillislarii or controlled by tbr
1.aliforma State Colley,.
For resertetion forms and fa de.
Man pleatte send completed ems.
loon !belt.) to Trip Chairman.
Bcerly Dries, Ilisverly
14$
90212.

Mors! drive attt mpt next semesinterest has disippeared ’
ter. vvhat will be n to inci eas,
Miss Willey later said that the
AFROTC seni.irs "Failed to carry student participation? Major Gor
the ball
they didn’t give.’ Dru- aid Cory. aerospace Si Je es chairry interjected. ’This poor turn- man, hinted. "We’ll conAcie,. wajs
out reflects on SJS as a whole." of stimulating prospective Mood
Becau.se local radio and news- donors. When asked to elabArite
paper publicity was satisfactory. Major Cory replied, "No c ail-The drive’s failure can stein only ment."
from the student’s lack of coAnd with the major’s "ao contNAME
operation," Miss Wiliey added.
inent," the spring 1969 blcxxl ADDRESS
Apparently, the students them- drive ended sadly on this somselves inadvertantly substantiated ber note
COLLEGE
203 pints collected.
FACULTY 0 swam
Miss Willey’s contention. "I don’t
have the time to be bothered." 1 b(X) INnis suught
said one coed. Another retorted. 1 ,,,,,’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’,fro":""AW,,,A0’,A010,,,,cove*V-0Wo
"I simply don’t care about the I sZ
ROTC 1st:consort:1 or their drive." ’ ,1%
Despite these negative respons- its
Ittstnethate Dehrery
es and apparent disinterest, Dru- ’ $
ry promised. "We’re not going to s’4’
quit, there will be another blood
drive here next semester."
1
:\
Since there will be another ,:, 292-3457
1850 W. San
s
1 -.../".....V.,...V.,,,,,,,,...".0".0.0,..401.1.1.10101.0
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1969 Europe CHARTERS
CaliformaLolciu., RT
Summer departures
Saturn Douglas DC -8 Mt

$294
Cal State students, faculty,
staff, and family ONLY.
Early R oo
Noes Necessary
CONTACT:
Jerry Itc, C1-3-’c Not.
Eic .e y
2123 AOCI
84E 3597
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BOB-ONE
The
Neighborhood
Hero!

Chicanos Gather
In Denver, Seek
Goals Unification
Chicanos from all over the U.S.,
including over 100 from San Jose,
will travel to Denver tomorrow
for the Chicano Youth Liberation
Conference there.
Called "The first national expression of solidarity and unity in
action for justice," the conference
is sponsored by the Crusade for
Just ice.
In an effort to help Chicanos
develop a pertinent definitioh of
themselves, the four-day conference will attempt to solidify unification goals in their minds.

r

South East Asian
Club To Organize
A meeting to organize a South
East Asian Student’s Organization at SJS will be held tomorrow
at 3 p.m. at the Intercultural
Center in the Student Union
Building at 315 South Ninth St.
According to Malik Abdullah,
SJS foreign student, who proposed the meeting, the goal of
the new organization will be to
foster closer understanding
among students from South East
Asia.
Interested American studnits
are invited to attend the meeting
as well as all South East Asian
students, Abdullah said

a.
to
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id
13,
13.
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The student director of the now
defunct varsity marching band
will las able to pay his bills again,
following the release of his scholarship money from the general
band fund.
Associated Students (A.S.)
Council released the scholarship
salary funds Wednesday from the
general freeze placed on Itte
hand’s account Felt, 26.
Agitation over the band’s budget for next year, new uniforms
and over-spending by the band
this year resulted in Prof. Roger
Muzzy dissolving the marching
band, followed by council’s action
freezing the band account.
Council members were assured
the salary money was earned during the fall when the band had
official status, but payinent. prorated over both semesters to ensure a monthly incoine for the
student.
Although the A.S. and band
members are cooperating in an
attempt to find funding other
than A.S. for the dissolved band,
John Merz, junior representative,
reporter’ no immediate solution
seems apparent.
The Spartan Foundation charter, Merz said. pmhibits direct
funding of the band. although the
band may benefit through a special fund campaign drive planned
for the athletic department by
the Foundation.
The alumni, he continued, possibly could contribute out of the
alumni organization operating
budget, or try to provide a special
trust fund from solicitated contributions.

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
beginning with a film of

Some

things
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Peace Corps Volunteer/
See us on

7th O. this week for information
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Victory, female attention
and even jealousy from
the neighborhood gang,
comes with the honor of
being the neighborhood
hero. I owe it all to the
slim, ivy styling of my A-1
SPRINTS. 88.00 to $10.00

This summer, study a language
with the world’s
most experienced teachers.

143 SMALL. COPS
OF COFFEE

PLEkSE.

Who picked his own
personal Student Council?

RECALL
MINER
Sign Petition, 7th Sf.
MIN FOR BY
AER CONIMITT11:
RECALL

R1

SPRINTS’
SLIM IVY STYLING

t

Downtown San Jose
()pen "lit 9 p.m.
& Fri.

the reed. a magazine of and for all san jose state’s
people, is now seeking photographs. short stories, art,
essays,. one art plays, and poems. if you have something beautiful. please share it with the rest of UR.
111111111 all material to facility offices 102 before aped
flu say you got a real i.oliii
know
ue.il all love to SeP
plan
Lennon 81 McCartney

the ree

sod olio

registration for the 35 minute Language Aptitude Test.
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THE IVY on Tower Hall is green, the sun is warm, the fountain
obviously love is in the air.
is refreshing and inviting and
Spring brings more than love, warm weather and green leaves,
however; it also heralds vacation and the Easter edition of the
Spartan Daily, which will be out tomorrow.

in sr.* ri

TWA will fly you to the language of your
choice.
Your teachers will be waiters, waitresses,
bartenders, barmaids, shopkeepers, bellboys,
chambermaids, hotel clerks, policemen, cab
drivers...and just plain and fancy natives.
You’ll do more than learn a language.
That, you can do through text books.
You’ll learn how to communicate with that
language.
What language do you want your forte to
be? French, Italian, German, Swahili,
Spanish, Portuguese, Greek???? You name it.
And TWA will fly you there for your summer

vacation.
Why TWA ?
Because we have more flights going to
where you’re probably going during the
summer, than any other airline.
That means you can leave when you want
to leavenot when someone tells you it’s
your turn to leave.
Call TWA, your travel agent or the TWA
catnpus representative.

The things

’TWA

we’ll

do to make

you

happy.
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Creativity Show Proves
’Art Open, Continuous’

Jazz Concert Tonight
By J.iV CARTER
line Arts Editor
The Jill/ EnSeMbleS 1S giVing
COneertS tOdi* and tomorrow tit
8:15 p.m. in Concert Hail, and if

FREE Booklet

COMPUTER CAREERS

Mo. to on’ roar Croor m Dowo Froorlsvy

strealn peipetually seeks newt), - these concerts eepeeSehl
...) effort by the SJS En.
t. display innovation, the tite feels. "We’re going to have
-oils.. lieu materials and
hings, which sic
Cannon said simply.
Jaz, will Ire miltehCd to the
dance interpretations of SJS drama 11111,10e Valenti Williams and
Sharyl Parker will provide -vocal ellectN.- Staging, Cannon
adds, evil] become important, too.
The program will fzature ori-

the turnout Is anything like it
has been in the idst. come early
jaz.z fan!
"Ern fearful. I aztually don’t
know what sve’re going to ils,"
Dwight C’annon, the Jazz Ensembles director, was saying ts a
visitor to his office recently.
"Lately we’ve just been janipacked when we tJazz Ensembles) play on our own campus.
The only place left to put them
is 011 the stage itself because the
last few firms we have had our
listeners standing in the aisles
and in back." said Cannon.
For the coneertgoers who might
have been disappointed when a
performance in January sv.is cancelled, Cannon says 11;1, .), ,b’s
concert is meant to re; . ;
it hough

ginal jazz compositions by student Don Ellis. plus works recorded by the Buddy Rich Band.
Alto saxophonist Thn Rosekram
will also be fentme.!

Answers Your Questiuns
About:
Salaries
Job Opportunities
Career Advancement
Training Requirements

../Dzitzt
RESUMES 100 COPIES $3.40
550 N. FiRsT 5-rpr_E-r, 7,N Jc,r,

e

ARNUE GoLo 202-5203

CALL [:)[:). 286-9622
e- or Chi) and Mali Coupon

--a

day night. Modeling 1. -re is Sheila Davis, from University of
California at Berkeley, one of their featured mannikins.

Are You

ALLERGIC

’Vibrations From Atlantis’
Features Astrology Signs

bassos

Allergic to certain hair sprays,
tuts

Zai

nail polishes, shampoos, makeurs

Mara
.
Last Sc sot Grade Completed
6-- -- or Visit

and see IBM
System 360 Computer
AUTOMATION
INSTITUTE
an Educational Affiliate of
Control Data Corporation
25 N. 14th Son Jose. 95112

-Photo by Bill Vane
AFRICAN DESIGNS for the American Black man were featured
at -Vibrations from Atlantis" fashion show in Morris Dailey Sun-

and

other

beauty

Alrican drums pounding, red

care

lights glaring, the models moved

Sec us ... we carry a complete line of famous

across the-stage forming shapes

Phyric1,ins Formula N Hypo -Allergenic cosmetics. Make
10th Street Pharmacy your headquarter for beauty

of nutnbers that corresponded to

nc,c1s.

the theme of the fashion show

their astrological signs.
"Vibrations from Atlantis" was
Sunday evening in Alorris Dailey

I OT I I STREET 1’1 I ARMACY
I (Ill

as part of the "Black Arts Today" cultural series.
Atlantis is the lost continent
between Africa anti North Amer-

29:1-9131

San la Clara

Then...

ica that " ibrates with tile Black
man."
The fashions were donated
from New Breed, Inc. in Oakland and featureci Afixs designs
for the American Black man.
The second half of the program presented the "Voices of
Victory" Gospel Choir and Letta
Mbulu, African songstress.

’Architect’ Opens,
First Time in U.S.
For ACT Show
The American premiere of
’The Aichitect and the Emperor of Assyria" will be presented by the American Conservatory Theatre (ACI’l at the
Marines’ Memorial Theatre tonight.
Written by Fernando Arrabal,
the play has been called "bizarre,
exotic, and potentially scandalous." ft will feature ACT actors
Peter Donat and Michael O’Sullivan.
Tickets are available through
tile Geary Theatre box office.

Ten years ago the J. C. Penney Company was primarily a dry goods chain
. . . one of the top three non-foods
merchandisers in the country ... selling practical clothing and piece goods
. its 1700 store fronts on the main
streets of the country . . . a familiar
and trusted face of Americana.

By MARSHA GIMEEN
Stair Writer
"Art represents something
open and something continuous,
something developing and something changing," said Dr. Heydar
Reghaby, assistant pratessor of
philosophy, Monday might denim
of Croat’s it s
the
"Evening
planned and executed by le,
philosophy and humanities slit
dents.
Dr. Reghaby’s remark summed
up the entire performance.
Themed "Life as Creativeness,"
the produc t ion incorporated
dance, poetry, music and films to
depict the idea of eternsl ir-,
currance.
Calling art the "blossom of
man’s culture," Dr. ReghabY
added, "the individual artist is a
creature of culture who creates.
Among all those who live, the
artist is the fleest, hence he is ,
the liveliest."
Dance, choreographed by Sondra Horton Fraleigh, under the
direction of Annette MacDonald.
was mathematically arranged in
combinations of three to occur i
at chance intervals throughout
the prow am.
The dance proved to be the
integral part of the production,
linking the individual segments
together to form the whole.
Stress, symbiosis, individuality
and continuity were all expressed
at different times by the well choreographed and executed
dance.
One of the highlight:: of the
unusual program was "ceenti\
music" by Bob Boehm, who presented a tape recording of himself playing a variety of instruments, one dubbed over tile

other.
The
resulting
multi -layered
sound started and finished in the
loud, brash electronic vein, with
a short interjection of blusey
barroom piano sandwiched in the
middle. The sudden change of
pace created a strangely sad atmosphere, heightened by the continuing dance and the Lawrence
Ferlinghetti
poetry
read
by
Boehm while the tape played.

Anuther part ut the program
contrasted slides of the vast
Milky Way and universe vdth
pictures of massed humanity on
city streets and siclewallis. and
ticky-tacky lsox houses marching
up a hill.

C,MOre
CO UP leS
come 4c,

Carlyle
Jewelers
in Palo Alto

for their
Diamond Rings
BECAUSE:
They hav shopped nd corn pa red nd isay foune Shot
Carly:e’s prices r nisyr higher end in most instances arta
substantially lower then prices
qualelsewhere for th sarn
ity Diamonds.

Engovunent Rings from MO

Who spent your money to iry

Save

to sue your presAunt?

RECALL
MINER

20,6 with

ASB card

Call IP _a/ JewaLeetre

Sign Petition, 7th St.

535 Bryant Street
Downtown Palo Alto
Open Thurs ’til 9 323-2834

PAID FOR BY
RECALL MINER Co NI NI ITTEF

A decade of change...
of innovation
has created exciting new
management opportunities
for you...at Penney’s
It’s been single-edged,double-edged,
banded, injectored, plastic-coated,
and now electro-coated.

The NOW Penney’s...
Still on top and engulfed in revolution!
What a difference a decade makes! Frimi "practical" clothing to one of the nation’s
leaders in mass fashion merchandising . . . the electric wind of change has swept
through the Penney stores. dramatically increasing their size and scope . . . building giant new full line department stores and automotive centers . . . adding sporting
goods. major appliances. hardware and shop tools, garden centers, furniture . . .
. . . extensive full lines catalog operations are supported by an ultra inodern, fully
automated distribution center .. .
scores of advanced computers digest over 12 million credit
card accounts ... bill at least six million accounts monthly
from regionally located EDP centers.
. . . and this is only the beginning of one
of the greatest growth stories in
this marvelOus cra of growth.

I ,.ain more about the growth oriented management
ognortunitieA waiting for you with the NOW Penney’s.
your CallIplik placement flier for more information.

Penney’s’ will be interviewing on campus

But it’s still straight.

The blade.
Whatever else they’re done le
it, one thmg hasn’t changed.
it’s still straight.
And your face still isn’t.
It’s round.
The new Norelco Triple header gets around this problem.
We put our unique rotary
blades into three floating heads that
follow your face by going in where
yOur face goes in. And out where your
face goes out.
This way the new Norelco
gets close enough to shave you as
close or cioser thane wads. Ali NUM

why out of three shaves in an independent lab test.
And you get a comfortable
shave because the Norelco Coaling
heads curve with your chin. bend voth
yOur neck, and even straighten out for

your cheeks. Automatically. And vet
out a nick, pull or scrape.
The new Norelco ha’
trimmer that pops out for
and a push butt,’ t r
cleaning. It al
able mcdel [ha.
many shaves per
rechargeable.
We can’t see you
the shape of your face.
Out we can see you chai4-

Nore/co

you can’t get anytioser

April 16
J. C. PENNEY COMPANY, INC.
ills Ametts.ts.
1301 \ scum’
opportunity employer

an equal
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Grapplers
Seek Titles
In Nationals
Three members of the SJS
wrestling team, which won the
first annual Pacific Coast Athletic Association Championships,
will go after national titles in
the NCAA University Division
Championships at Brigham
Young, starting tomonow.
Art Stone, scrappy 115-pounder, takes a 9-2 record into the
championships after defeating
Eddie Moraga of Fresno State
by a 3-2 count.
Stone says that the emphasis
in his weight class is more on
speed. endurance, and timing
rather than a lot of strength
which is a big wrestler’s asset.
Gary Ramstetter. a rugged
wrestler who completed the regular season by beating Joe Del
Bosque of Fresno State, ran his
record to 13-3 to gain a shot at
the NCAA title.
Gary lists the single-leg takedovvn as his favorite hold and for
an escape move likes the standup.
Fie is it senior at SJS and attended Trinidad Junior College in
Colorado where he says there
was a lot mom emphasis on
wrestling as a major college
sport.
Walt Thatcher, who scored a
7-2 decision over Stewart Buckalew of Cal State Long Beach in
the PCAA, will wrestle for the
167-pound title at Brigham
Yowig.
Thatcher has a 10-7 record, one
of those losses coming at the
hands of College Division National champion John Woods of
Cal Poly at San Luis Obispo.
He lists his best hold as the
tight-waste ride.
Rose and Thatcher are junior
transfer students from Southwestern Junior College near San
Diego and both placed high in
the state meet while wrestling
there.
"This is the most participants
we have ever sent to the nationals," says Spartan coach
Hugh Mumby who is in his seventeenth season at SJS.
Mumby feels that his wrestlers
will have a good chance to do
well and bring SJS national
recognition on the wrestling
scene.

fosw
2S6 SOUTH

THE LOVELIEST WEDDING
STARTS AT ROBERTA’S

29.99-129.99

SJS Faces Cal State

Ramstetter, along with Walt Thatcher and Art
Stone, will attempt to garner individual titles
in the event which begins Thursday at Brigham Young University.

SPARTAN WRESTLER Gary Ramstetter displays his style in a recent meet. Ramstetter is
one of three SJS wrestlers leaving today for
the NCAA college wrestling championships.

SJS Faces Broncs, Ducks
By KEVIN DOYLE
Daily Spurts Writer
SJS’ dismal baseball record of
1-9-1 could get worse before it
gets better this week as the Spartans play the University of Oregon Thutsday and the University
of Santa Clara Friday and Saturday.
The Broncos, who are 15-0 this
season, are the No. 1 rated collegiate baseball team in the nation and the Spartans first test
in the West Coast Athletic Conference this year.
Oregon might not be in the
same class as the Broncos, but
are considered to challenge USC,
UCLA and Stanford for the
PAC-8 crown.
Optimistic Spartan fans might
be thinking that the Btoncos will
be having it tougher time with
San Jose than most think.
.
-

A year ago the Broncos were
coasting along as they are this
year and the Spartans sliding as
bad as this campaign when San
Jose managed a 4-1 upset win
behind the hurling of Bob
Holmes.
The Spartans proved that the
victory over the Broncos was no
accident as they battled the
league champions down to the
wire the third time the teams
met. bowing 1-0 on a sixth inning
home run.
Things might be a little tougher this time around against the
Btoncos as they have rnost of last
year’s squad returning and five
hitters in the starting lineup
batting over .400.
Bill Borelli, a transfer from
College of San Mateo, has been
a pleasant surprise for coach Sal
Taormina as he leads the squad

Intramurals
Oriocci will -face- ATO Ilkle. 3
tonight at 6:30 in the Mens’ Gym
for the independent lower division basketball championship.
Basketball, Inc. will play the 676
Club for the upper division title
at 7:30 in the Mens’ Gym.
In Monday’s semi-finals of the
lower division tourney, ATO No.
3 defeated 1.N., 46-43, behind 13
points from Ed Lamb, and Oriocci heat Crazy Eights, 36-33. Jim
Oswgi led Oriocci with 13 points.
In the upper division playoffs,
Basketball, Inc. got 25 points
from Pat Cavatio for a 48-38 win
over the Eighth St. Athletic
Club,and the 676 Club made 21

of-26.towl.shots -to defeat Prices
Preachers, 53-50.
Entries are due Friday at noon
for the six-man volleyball tournament which begins April 8.
Competition will be held in novice
and open divisions. Application
forms are available in the intramural office for teams interested
in entering the water polo tournament slated for April 17-19.
Entries for fast-pitch and slowpitch softball are due in the inttamural office by April 15.

Eisenhower Failing;
Ayub Khan Resigns

Bridesmaid gowns and
accessories
Open Mon.-Thur. ’til 9:00
Validated parking
Layaway
All bank charges

WASHINGTON - Physicians at
Walter Reed Army Hospital reported yesterday they are uncertain whether former Pres. Dwight
D. Eisenhower will survive his
latest heart problem although
they said "the eventual outcome
remains guarded."
- --PAKISTAN - Pres. Mohammed Ayub Khan, wearied by four
months of rising violence, resigned yesterday and turned over
the government of this nation of
120 million to the army’s commander in chief, Gen. Yahya
Khan.
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Station
WAGON
PAD
99

COOK SET
12 -pc.
Alum.
Reg.
8.95 499

PORTABLE
JOHN
6.95

LANTERN
i 19 9 i 9E9Rim,R0.755.

T RSwtE sAAsTG 100NN pil.I.FiwEm.RIAnrt
wacr.
Am .4,99

3

Reg. 5.95

7.Man 29.99

Burns any
Gas

THERMOS Propane
Sitoie 2RBerg.. 1 Burner
99
Stove
Reg.
24 95
29.50
Burns a nV
1499
Gal

k

)

Canteens, 99c; Scout Axe, 99c; Lantern, 1.99; G.I. Shovel, 1.99; G.I. Mattox, 1.99;
Water Buckets, 99c; Knap Sacks, 99c; Gold Pans, 1.29; G.I. Mess Kit, 99c; Camp
Stools, 99c; Tent Stakes, 15c; Machettes, 1.99; Ammo Boxes, 99c; Ponchos, 1.99;
Pistol Belts, 99c; Hunting Knives - Rope - All Camp Accessories.
allnitn
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IN RENTALS

FAMOUS BRAND
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1.1
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LIMIT-ONE PAIR PER COUPON
GOOD ONLY AT DOWNTOWN
VALLEY FAIR, AND WESTGATE
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0.4
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1.1
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FINAL REDUCTIONS
o OFF S:tIS 99
TugFREE75%
G., I.,THspici2

PAW FOlt BY
RECALL MINER CoS1N1ITTF:E

32e

DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Sdn Jose
243-5027
Suite 205

SK S , E

Sign Petition, 7th St.

SAVE

Ages 17-25
Single or Married
New low rates for young drivers. Pre
(erred or hard to place risis accepted.

For information write: S.E.P.
8591/2 Hunter St., N.W.
Atlanta, Ga. 30314

B Number 306
PHONE 968-6332

RECALL
MINER

,ILIVICII
tirdliM/1/.

AUTO
INSURANCE

Share your talents with Brothers and Sisters in Black colleges. Apply for teaching positions through the Southern
Education Program, Inc., a non-profit organization serving
all of the Black institutions. Placement is quick and free
of charge.

Suite

in

NCAA chatnpionships will
be on April 12 in Newark, New
Jersey., with the National AAU
Chicatrir,
meet on Alrl 11 i25.2fl

MAKE A REAL COMMITMENT TO OUR PEOPLE.

USED SKIS

===

follow

hail

BLACK STUDENTS!

1
it t I. AREA COLLEGE 1:1.1 11 Z; ’
sZ 1
Ti55 Middlefield Road Zs

3

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Gem Aspirin 2.50

Who signed his own petition?

Nolworth

lir Ins pincr

CHARTER FEIGIITS
To El HOPE
::
,
:, OAKLAND-LONDON.OAKLAND :,
s’s
..
$269;
:June 15 fo July 5
..
s:
$295:.
’$June 18 to Sept. 14
:
:
$295;,
Vune
20 to Sept. 6
\
,\

with a .529 average in seven
games.
Other 13roncos to contend with
at the plate include third base- ,
man Bill McMongile, All Ametican outfielder Vince Bigone of
San Francisco and the Strane
brothers
Alvin and Albert.
The Broncos vvill probably
start highthander Mike Sigman
(3-0, 2.00 ERA) and junior lefthander Don Norton (3-0, 0.50
ERA) against the Spartans.
San Jose has not announced
who it will start against the
Broncos but it will probably be
between Holmes, Jay Eike and
Terry Hughes.
The rest of the Spartan lineup
against the Ducks and Broncos
will probably be the same.
Maris Pantels (3B), Toni Croder (SS), Don Kinzel (2B), Tom
McLachlan or John Hennig at
first and Mike Popovec catching.
The outfield will have Gary Cunningham in left, Bill Crozier in
center and either Steve Ornellas
or Hermit; in right.

11:111WII IN

anti of murse, California. Tittle
will be 210 entries in this judo
classic.
Before judo goes t(s the high
school class at SJS, fans will get
it chance to watch judo at its
which means the SJS
best
team in action.
The seven-time NCAA champs
will take to the mats tonight at
7 o’clock in the Spartan gym. The
Spartans are heavily favored to
down visiting Cal State Hayward.
Following tonight’s meet, the
judo squad takes a slight rest
from the mats before returning
to action against Stanford on
April 9. The Indians will journey
to San Jose for that meet which
also begins at 7 p.m.
The Stanfotd meet will serve
as a warm-up for the several

It is impossible for at*,
un
say the SJS judo program
a high school level,
But, that is just what it will
be this weekend vvhen the sixth
National High School Championships will be hekl in the Spartan
gym.
On Saturday the regular high
school championships will take
place beginning at 10 a.m.
Sunday, an added attraction
has been added to the program.
The. high school All-Stars from
Japan will compete with the
United States stars at 10 a.m.
’rhe high school chanips will
come from both far and near. In
addition to the Japanese team.
compsttitors will come from New
York, Texas, Wisconsin, Massachusetts. Connect ieut. no] bb,.
,t14444.4.10.:
vs

;,

’
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GUNS 611"111"81
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OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 5

SATURDAY 9 - 6

’
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Businessmen To Discuss Success
Regional businv- vsecittives
Dr. Albert Bowers, 1X. MackeII
Jason, Dr. Narinder Kapany and
Donald Wells will appear in a
panel discussion on "The Road to
the Top: Is it W,trth the Trip?"
The panel discussion is schNIuled for Tuesday, Api’d 8 in ED100.
FoIlwing the panel’s 9:45 a.m.
dialogue. "An open discussion and
a laser demonstration will be presented," or:Turtling to Bob Guggenheim, panel discussion vice
chairman.

The 23-year-old finance major
added, "All four panelists are
memlvis of the Young President’s Organization." To qualify
for YPO membership, a young
executive mttst attain the presidency of a sizabk company prior
to his 40th birthday.
Choosing not to explain how
the four worked their way up,
Dr. Milburn Wright, dean of the
School of Business, stated, "This
t the panel discussion I will be an
excellent opportunity for members of the college eonununity to

visit on a personal level with
some of our leading business
execut lees."
Although Steve Rubin, student
chairman, is scheduled to introduce the panelists, data released
herein will precede Rubin’s rhetoric. Panel moderator, Dr. Kap-

any is President of Optics Technology, Inc., which manufacturers laser systems and optical
measurement instruments.
Born in India, Dr. Kapany obtained his Ph.D. at Imperial College in 1954. Before his ascent to
the coinpany’s presidency, Dr.

Job Interviews -0.June and summer graduate’s 13S Any’ major.
Northwest YMCA. Sait Jose.
may sign up for appointments
BS/MS Socio., Recr., P.E., educ.
in the Placement Center, 122
Sprague Electric Co. Majors,
S. Ninth St. Sig-Ruses begin
BS/EE, MF:, IE.
each Tuesday before and up
to the day Of the interlew.
FRIDAY, MARCH 28
WEDNESDA1’. MARCH 26
United Technology Center. MaAlletate Insurance Co. Majors,
jors, BS ME, EE, IE, Chem. E.,
BA/MA
BS/NIS Bus., acctg.
Ind. Tech.
Econ., BA/Lib. Arts. Prefer marKaiser Industries Corp. Majors,
ried person.
BS/MS EE.
General Foods Corp. Majors,
liewlett-Packard Co. Majors,
BS I3u.s., Lib. Arts, BS,,MS Bus.,
BS, MS EE, ME, MS, Physics.
acctg., MBA.
Haskins and Sells. Majors, BS/
Johnson Service Co. *Majors,
MS Acctg., MBA.
111E,
IE.
BS KE, CF:.
MeCormick and Co., Ine. MaTHURSDAY, MARCH 27
jors, BS/MS Bus., acctg., finance,
Ralston Purina Cis. Majors, BS/
mktg., Lib. Arts, chem., fixxi sci1308., mktg., acctg., econ., Lib.
ence.
Arts.
Westinglniume Electric Corp.
Majors, BS NIS El.:. ME, IE.
Sears, Roebuck and Co. Majors,

Spartaguide
TODAY
Unitrd l’ampits Christian Min-

Kapany was optics supervisor at
the Illinois In.stitute of Technology.

istry (UCCM), 8 p.m., Chapel of
Reconciliation, 300 S. 10th St.

Like Dr, Kapany, Dr. Bowers,
Syntex Laboratory president,
possesses a Ph.D. Prior to his appointment to the presidency in
1967, Dr. Bowers earned his doctorate in organic chemistry from
the University of Manchester. He
joined Syntex in 1955 as a research group leader.

SJS Coed Gets
N.Y. Internship
Sheila Younge, senior English
major, has been invited to participate in the 1969 Magazine In-

Another presidential appointee,
Jason reached the Bemiss-Jason
Corporation top spot in 1964. The
following year, Ja.son became
president of Gilmore Supply
Company. Jason served 16 years
before assuming the chief executive chair of the Bemiss-Jason
outfit.

terrtship Program, to be held June
11 to August 22 in New York.
Sponsored by the American Society of Magazine Editors and the
Magazine Publishers A.ssoociation,
the program combines internship training at Columbia University with training in the field

Wells rounds out this group of
panelists. For the past 12 years,
the University of Colorado graduate has held the presidential
gavel for the Wells Manufacturing Corporation.
How did these four men reach
the top in the business world?
The panel discussion may hold
the an.swer.

on va rious New York-Isiserl
magazines.
Students, who are selected
from schools and colleges of
journalism tlyoughout the U.S.,
receive a weelcly stipend during
their studies. They are chosen
on the basis of 500 word essays
submitted with their applications.

1

Lenten "Happening." Lenten Service at 12:45 p.m.
SAM, 6:30 p.m., Smorgy’s. Social hour and dinner. Councilman
John Lisher will discuss "A
Unique Triangle: Student, Government, Business."
Phrateres International, 4 p.m.,
JC221. All actives and pledges
should attend.
Hawaiian Club, 7 p.m., ED313.
All members please attend.
Spaghetti Feed, 11:30 a.m.-1:30
p.m., Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth
St. Donation of 40 cents.
Tall Delta Phi. 7:30 p.m., Faculty Cafeteria. Smoker Banquet
(free meal I for all those male
students with a 3.0 GPA, or over,
who have completed 30 units or
more at SJS.
Epsilon Eta Sigma, 3:30 p.m.,
F0104. Prof. David Van Becker
still speak on ’The New Student
and the Traditional Study of Literatttre."
JOTIll/I’ll Wall, 7 p.m., 10th and
San Carlos streets. Servant’s
meeting for all those interested
in helping the "Wail" maintain
its service to the college commun-

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Does th Student Council
represent you)

RECALL
MINER

-Photo by Bill Varie

Sign Petition. 7th St.

ALPHA ETA RHO aviation fraternity president Doug Haydon
presents a plague of appreciation to Alpha Eta Rho adviser Robert E. Ring, associate professor of aeronautics. Club officers
include vice president Bob Rice, secretary Don Hooper, treasurer John Caires and publicity man Roger Brant. The presentation
was made at a Saturday night initiation banquet.

pun Fon BY
RECALL MINER

Tvsenty-nine aeronautics students were initiated into Alpha
Eta Rho aviation fraternity at an
initial ion I, anquet Saturday
night.
Alpha Eta Rho members pi esented it surprise plaque of appreciation to their adviser, Robert E. Ring. associate 1.114o:slut
of arronalit II:S.
d
Aall‘riCan And TO’S
Earl Kelley and hi: yr ife spokr

Allot To

’

JET TO EUROPE

Aviation Careers Discussed
At Alpha Eta Rho Initiation
about aspects of aviation as a
career
Kelley, charter member of F:ta
chapter of Alpha Eta Rho, and
Darner member of thc SJS Flyititt
Twenties Club, graduated from
t he SJS Aeronaut ics Departmen t
in 1941.
He started flying seaplanes for
Pan Am the same year, and is
itiav a Senior Captain.
_

ROUND-TRIP
$295
from OAK. or L.A.
ONE-WAY
$148
from OAK. or LA.
ROUND-TRIP
$210
from NEW YORK
ONE-WAY
from NEW YORK
At San Jose State
College Union 294-6414 ext. 2629
CHARTERS WITHIN EUROPE
TO AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND,
TOURS. I.D. CARDS
For Members of:
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT AFFAIRS CLUB
11753 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90025

- ww--wwnw.....-

FOOD-FOR-THOUGHT

Speak

(SERIES)

r,i
Mayor Jirneph
Francisco will be t he spea Is ,

This Thursday - 12:00 Noon

the Fourth Annual Itrotherho,1
Award Dinner of the Nation:d

Speaker for this week

Conferenee of Christians and
Jews, Santa Clara County Chap

BOB

ter ’,morrow at 7 p.m.

..1111111111.L111111..’

There will he a no tarsi .
tail parly preverling Ihr
6 p.m.
the hotel.
are available at 2s6-ntitt:1
.
_

JOHN
NICHOLSON

WILHELM

Book Review: Creation vs Chaos.
The Reinterpretation of Mythical
.yrnholi.srns in The Bible.

The dinner will honor A. 1 ’
"Outer Hamann. city managci
of San Jose since 1950, and will
be held in the Etnpire Room ,,t
the Sainte Claire Hotel.

Soup 10c
Coffee-Free
Bring Sandwiches

NEWMAN CENTER
79 South 5th St

Tel. 295-1771

287-1576

Now Playing Exclusive
The
New

CIINEVALA
111111-$11

111C811 115 7111

"New" Polley . . .
Avant-Garde Films

21
100% HUMAN HAIR FALL -brown, TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES
shoulder length. Call aft. 6, not Tues. So. I 1th St. Call Carol 286-4340.
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE APT.
or weekends. 269-0132.
w,th 3 others, $50/mo., 2 blks from schl.
PORT. TV FOR RENT 12" -$7/mo., 342 So. 1 Ith St. #2. Call 287-7787.
19" - $9/mo. Call after p.m. 294-7238. FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, 384 E.
GUITAR: GIBSON C-I (nylon str.) Case. Williams, $45/mo. 292-8437.
Sweet sounds-great to learn on. Call TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES over 21.
Bob et 287.7429, asking $89.
So. II street. Call Carol 286-4340
POTTERS WHEELS for sale 875. 297- FEMALE ROOMMAT6 TO SHARE apt.
with 3 others. $50 mo. 2 blks from
9617
school. 342 So. II St. *2. Call 287-7787.

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

FOLK SINGERS - Call 292-6587 EveCharlie Brown.
EUROPE, $260.$315 roundtrip, $175 ones ly Jet Charter, 841-3965 5-7 p.m. or
0 K. Hartman 1217 Carleton, Berke, 94702.
EUROPE Jets $279. See our Friday DU: ly Ad. Sierra Travel Inc., 9875 Santa
n.ca B., Beverly Hills.
SKI EASTER. Beautiful furnished cabin
ar Squaw Valley, individuals & smell
HFLP WANTED 141
.ps. $50 ea. 293-1887 or 344.9830.
ted.
’
GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS
AuTO INSURANCE as low as $79 Per
JOBS JOBS JOBS
..., ,r married, good students. Also,
MONEY MONEY MONEY
e -t savings for single men over Part time work in our office. No exCall George Campbell, 244-9600. perience necessary. Choice of hours.
RALLY - Savoy Truffle at GEM. N. $2.00/hr. Call Mr. Andrews, 287-1728.
Ist. Fri., Mar. 28, 6-8, 2 classes/team
par 25. AWARDS $3.25 gen., $3 ASB WANTED: People with backgrounds or
2 par plagues LITTLE BROTHERS 379- degrees in engineering, education, industrial arts, agriculture, health, nursing,
1957.
and mechanics to work in 61 countries.
See PEACE CORPS, 7th St. this week.
AUTOMOTIVt 121
DRIVER WANTED, ice cream vending
’66 Corvette. Low mileage. Like new. P-S, route. 30-50%. 9-11 a.m. 297-4228. Full
Disc. P-B IRS 4 speed, 327" 350 HP. or part time.
AM.FM Both tops air, P-windows. Tinted
glass. BRG. Black inf. Dual 90’s. $3050.
HOUSING .51
Call 368-7077.
’66 DODGE Dart GT. 4 spd. CRAGAR
HARMONY HOUSE
ROAD Whls. 5 good tires. Good cond.
V8, 4 bbl, R/1-1, buckets w/console. Must Room and board for men only. $95/mo.
TV
&
rec.
room with game tables. Room
Waffle
287-3481.
Call
sell, $1250/offer.
only $40/mo. 342 E. William 287-0209.
Towers Rm. 303.

VENTURE I
1967 ISA 650 cc twin cerbs. Very fast,
Coed living center $100 per mo. incl.
very reliable. Make offer. 287-5170.
room end board, color TV, large lounge,
’62 MONZA, 4 spd.. r/h, good cond. heated pool. 525 So. 9fh. Tel 287-4885.
Needs clutch. $250/offer. Must sell. Call
Gary, 241-4222. 6-7:30 p.m.
FOR RENT, Furnished 2 bdrm, 2 bth
apts. 148 E. Williams. 3 brm. also
JAGUAR ’58, $675, excellent run con- available.
dition. Call 378-8411.
1966 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE. Excellent con FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. For
Alin, Approx. $65/mo. Must
dition, green, AMFM, new tires, many rnour.,
have
-all Carol 2117-8945 nft. 4 prn
extras. $1500. Call 259 5668.
’61 CHEVY excellent around town car
Minor body injury, but mechanically
sound. Call Jim 292.9608. Cheap.

LOOK UP

PSA given vac, a Rt.

LOST: Pair of glasses in a tan case. TYPING; term papers, manuscripts,
REWARD. Call 258-5223.
thesis, etc. Experienced, dependable,
LOST on 3/11. Sml., mainly black, female rent-, ’kin. 294 1313.
puppy. German shepherd. coloring.
Dechshund size. 297-4140. 199 S. I21h St.
TRANSPORTATION (91

’63 VW, ev-ellent rnerh. cond. R/H,
body needs work. WO/ offer. Greg Chun,
294-2927.
’68 PONTIAC GTO CONY. Disc brakes,
now tires, AMFM, posilract, Hurst 3 spd.
on floor, $2750. 292.0538.
.
"671 TRIUMPH 650 ee. recently rebu;lt.
Good mechanical cond. Looks greet.
$675/ofier. 287.5402.

Come to:

FOR SALE 13)
U.S. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS, field
jackets, bell bottom pants, leather end
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIPPIE-FASHIONS. Lace and velvet
goodies. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND
STORE. 375 E. Hedding. Between 8th
& 9th. Free parking. Open Set. & Sun.,
closed Mon.
FURNITURE table lamps, sofa, bookcases, desks and other items. Good condition. Phone 294-8774.
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT - NIKON, PENTAX & other brand cameras
& accessories. Save up to 100% than
reg. 286-4495.
SKIS. HART PROS, 200cm. Used once.
880. Schwinn var. 10 speed. v.g. cond.
$35. 286-3414 after 5 p.m.
REFR1G. $30. just rebuilt. Used lest
sem. and selling because of moving.
Large 45 cu" with freezer. 2 Blks from
campus. 293-1938 after 6 p.m.

Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
BoTHER
JU5T lAT DONN 112 MAKE OUT HI5

’I REALLY DON’T THINK I 5HOULD

CLASSIFIED RATES
.

0,e-A-’"ONE
OF THE
YEAR’S
TEN BEST!"
4,

".10ANNA’
IS A NEW
CULT
MOVIE."

-II; natrrn
Three lines
One day

3 lines

-4-Thisii
5 lines
6 lines
Add this
amount tor
each addi
twat line

Ono day

Two days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.S0

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

50

.50

.50

Throe days Four days

(-055, In Raw
PANAVISION

0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
j Lost and found (6)

HIM-

He

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

2.702.90
3.40
-Bib.50

Rye days

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
r] For Sale (3)

CAR POOL from SJS aro.. in West,
gate, Snrahnqa Ave. Mon. -Fri. 4:00. Call
292-8545 after 4 pm.

To Place
an ad:

FOR SALE POTTERS WHEELS $70.
Call 297.9617 Alan,

your PSA campus rep. He’ll
show you the way to go
home for peanuts- (or whatever mom cooks best). From
San Jose tO L.A. or Hollywood -Burbank, $13.50. San
D ’ego, $19.85. Super 727 Jets.

BCV I’m crazy about you. J.M
WANT AN engagement ring different
than all others? Design your own with
our help. Or choose a standard ring.
Also quality diamonds at wholesale
prices. Call 286-0964 after 7:00 p.m.
J.m Self.
BE AN ADDICT, Dial Peace of Mind
everyday. It’s 294.3333 for fulfillment
that doesn’t end.
APT. FOR RENT OR roommate wanted Signe-to share with 3 liberal girls. 286-0438.
’ Where Do You Go To?"
UPPER DIVISION MAN needed to share
2 bdrm. apt. with 3 others, $57.50/mo.
148 E. William *28. Call 287-4821.
SERVICES 181
ROOMMATE NEEDED, Duplex to self
PROOF READING and MANUSCRIPT
very nice. $50/mo. Call 287-4876.
EDITING. NO typing. Call 248-6522.
WANTED FEMALES & MALES, nice
rooms, kitchen privileges. TV, patio. 596 RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from Esche’s
Free delivery, free service, no contract.
S. 10th or call Ted 293-9877.
$10.00 per month. 251-2598.
LARGE cheerful room. 1/2 bath, private
TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, EXPERentrance & yard. 406 So. I 1th St.
IENCED. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from camSKIERS, CABIN FOR RENT EASTER pus. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
WEEK. On Hwy. 89 North Shore Tahoe.
Sleeps 4.6. 5 mi. from Sq 11, C4 Mike. EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
241-1367 after 5 p.m.
LIBERAL FEMALE HOUSEMATE Marrianne Tarnberg. 1924 Harris Avo.
WANTED. Own room, kit. priv.. lg. yard. Call 371-0395. San Jose.
$50/mo. plus 1/2 Oils. 259-5000 ext. 250. WEDDING INVITATIONS 85.9S/hundred
ONE BDRM. APT., furn., water & gar- Free catalog and samples. Phone (416)
bage paid. 633 So. 8th St. See Apt. * I. 321-1317.
APT. FOR RENT 2 Bdrrn. unfurnished,
INCOME TAX SERVICE
ADC, Carpeting, Drapes, Laundry Facili- Fed. or State, $3.50. On or off camps*
ties $125/mo. 293.5995.
Call 293-1211. Off campus 780 South
I OR 2 LIBERAL MALE U.D. or Grad II th *10. Xerox copies avail.
Students to share large furnished 3
Bdrrn. house. Fire Place. Garage, Storage. CHILD-CARE, near campus, much
Near Senter Rd. $70/mo. Dave 227-1856 space, toys & activity. Call 286-4540.
GARDENING, landscaping & piping.
moving, pruning, cleaning (yard) LOST AND FOUND (6)
Reasonable. Call 298-4383 or 287.5276.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

HONDA. ’68, 305 Scrambler. Excellent
cond. $475. Call 356-8996.

PERSONALS 171

0 Personals (7)
0 Swims (11)
0 Transportation (9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is

City

Phone

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER. OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
95114
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
Plows allow 2 days atter placing tor ad to anew.

Days

